Abstract. In this paper ,a generation of a numerical algorithm for solving theory of elasticity plain problem concerning displacements is desired ; using difference equations that the method of successive approximations proceed through transforming a complex (to be solved) differential equation into an algebraic one that's much more easier to solve. The algebraic equations resulted adopt both positioned nodes; interior nodes of a computational grid, and contour (boundary) nodes; including corner ones. The evaluation of the new generated algorithm is being validated through applying it on solving a problem of a laterally fixed deep-beam. Obtained numerical results out of the new algorithm to be compared with those early known and stated in the references listed at the last part of the article.
Introduction
The differential equations of successive approximations method [1] are applied to the plain problem of elasticity theory in terms of stresses such as that presented in Equation 1. The presented scientific work targets further development of forms of those equations considering its application on elasticity theory problems where unknowns will be featured out as displacement su and v.
Equation2 in its dimensionless form demonstrates that as follows: ;Where D -a characteristic size; μ -Poisson's ratio.
In Details
Obtaining the approximated differential Equation 2, a down stated difference terming of Equation1 could be written as Equation 3 [2] :
Similar way, we can obtainEquation 3 for v approximating the differential Equation 2; Replacing its terms u, v, α, γ, respectively with v, u, γ, α.
This above generated pair of equations Equation 3 and Equation 3'; enables us to calculate u and v, if the contour (boundary or edge) displacements are specified. If stresses are specified on sides contour nodes (points), additional differential equations for other edges (upper & lower) and corner nodes are necessary to be obtained as well , so; let us write the relation between the stresses and displacements (in its dimensionless form) for plane stresses case as follows:
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Conclusions
The presented algorithm for solving the theory of elasticity plain problems through displacements could be considered reliable for calculating plain problems same as the tested one, also could be consideredmore effective in those cases when deep-beams or plates are; with holes (perforated), and loaded in-plane.
